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Planetary Design began out of one man’s desire to be able to brew the perfect cup of coffee whilst he was  
backpacking through the wilderness. After many adventures with burnt coffee, instant coffee, or no coffee, the 
first design of the Planetary Design was born: the Travel French Press. Since then, Planetary Design has added  
other clever coffee and tea products to their range, including an array of French press products. 

The Steel Toe Travel Press and the Double Shot Press allow you to brew your coffee and drink from the same  
vessel, without decanting into another cup. The more traditional Table Top Press allows you to pour your brew  
into your favourite cup to enjoy. Each design has been crafted using double-walled, insulated stainless steel to 
keep your brew warm for hours! 

Planetary Design French Press Range

Steel Toe Travel Press 

•  Double-walled stainless steel

• Spill-proof and BPA-free lid

• Size: 20oz

• Colours: Blue, Black, and Silver
 

Double Shot Press 

•  Double-walled stainless steel

• Spill-proof and BPA-free lid; functional handle

• Size: 16oz

• Colours: Silver, Black, Orange, Blue, and Purple
 

Table Top Press 

•  Double-walled stainless steel

• Functional design and comfortable handle

• Size: 20oz, 32oz, 48oz

• Colours: Silver, Black, Blue, Mocha, and Orange
 

SKU: ST1520 SKU: DS0816 SKU: TP1048SKU: DS1216 
SKU: ST0720  SKU: TP0220 
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FEATURES 

•  Brü-Stop prevents bitterness and over-extraction once 
fully pressed down
• Ultra-fine mesh screen under the Brü-Stop plate
• Precisely filled outer gasket allows for smooth 
 pressing and keeps grounds out of your cup
• All Brü-Stop products feature double-walled, stainless 
steel body and a spill-proof lid

Featuring Patented Brü-Stop Technology
The Steel Toe Travel Press, the Double Shot Press, and the Table Top French Press all feature Planetary 
Design’s patented Brü-Stop technology. The Brü-Stop is designed to create a physical barrier between the 
grounds and the brewed coffee, once it is fully pressed down. This stops the brewing process, preventing 
over-extracted and bitter coffee!

SKU: TP0120 SKU: TP0132 SKU: TP0148 


